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M Jessell Relative sea-level response to Little Ice Age ice mass change in south central Alaska: reconciling model predictions and geological evidence, integration of
geological data and glacio-isostatic adjustment (GIA) modelling shows that it is possible to decouple complex mechanisms of relative sea-level (RSL) change in a
tectonically active glacial environment. We model a simplest solution in which RSL changes. 
The geological population as a framework for analysing numerical data in geology, even though the entire population may not be available for sampling, and despite
the need to take the data as they come, it is possible to define the conceptual geological population about which generalizations or predictions are to be made. 
Revised annealing kinetics of fission tracks in zircon and geological implications, 1989b). These facts suggest that the extrapolation is reasonable for zircon also. In
comparing model predictions with geological constraints, we need to take into account the points enumerated below equation (10). In particular. 
Modelling petroleum formation from heterogeneous source rocks: the influence of frequency factors on activation energy distribution and geological prediction,
keywords. Basin modelling programs. Geological predictions. Organic matter transformation. 1. Introduction. By doing so, the importance of the frequency factor for
geological predictions is strongly suppressed (Schenk et al., 1997a. 
Tunnel seismic tomography method for geological prediction and its application, geological problems concerned in tunnel geological prediction include structurally
weak zones, aquosity, and rock mass engineering classification. It is especially difficult to make geological predictions for hydrous fracturing, caving, and loose bodies.
Geological predictions for the long-term isolation of radioactive waste based on extrapolating uniform mode and rate of crustal movements, long-term predictions
of geological and tectonic disturbances are key issues for the safety assessment of radioactive waste disposal, especially on the Japanese Islands. Geological predictions
of disturbances should be performed by extrapolating uniform mode and rate. 
Limits of the geological predictions constructing the Samanalawewa pressure tunnel, Sri Lanka, abstract The Samanalawewa Hydroelectric Power Plant in Sri Lanka
consists out of a 110 m high dam, 5.5 km near surface pressure tunnel and a powerhouse equipped with two Francis turbines of 62 MW each. To explore the
geological conditions for the pressure tunnel. 
Prediction of petroleum formation: the influence of laboratory heating rates on kinetic parameters and geological extrapolations, for the Toarcian Shale, the impact
of laboratory heating on geological predictions is shown by Fig. 1 which shows geological T max (temperature of maximum formation rate) at 3 K/million year (my) as
derived from published. 
Engineering classification of rock masses for the design of tunnel support, oslo 1969. Proceedings, 125-126 (1970).Google Scholar. Merritt, AH: Geological predictions
for underground excavations. North American Rapid Excavations and Tunneling Conference, Chicago 1972. Proceedings, Vol. 
Cainozoic history of southern New Zealand: an accord between geological observations and plate-tectonic predictions, sea-floor spreading data from the Southwest
Pacific have recently been used to predict the Cainozoic geological history along the Indo-Australian/Pacific plate boundary. Geologic and sedimentologic data
pertaining to this plate boundary where it crosses southern. 
ground-motion prediction equations, peak ground motion to macroseismic intensity conversions, and macroseismic intensity predictions in different tectonic
settings, motion to Macroseismic Intensity Conversions, and Macroseismic Intensity Predictions in Different Tectonic Settings Series title: Open-File Report Series
number: 2009-1047 Edition: - Year Published: 2009 Language: ENGLISH Publisher: US Geological Survey Contributing. 
Iceâ��3G: A new global model of late Pleistocene deglaciation based upon geophysical predictions of postâ��glacial relative sea level change, papers on Geodesy and
Gravity Tectonophysics Ice-3G: A new global model of Late Pleistocene deglaciation based upon geophysical predictions of post-glacial relative sea level change.
Authors. AM Tushingham,. WR Peltier. 
Glacial isostatic adjustment, relative sea level history and mantle viscosity: reconciling relative sea level model predictions for the US East coast with geological,
abstract Models of the glacial isostatic adjustment process, which is dominated by the influence of the Late Pleistocene cycle of glaciation and deglaciation, depend
on two fundamental inputs: a history of ice-sheet loading and a model of the radial variation. 
Rupture zones of large South American earthquakes and some predictions, page 1. VOL. 77, NO. 11 â�¢[OURNAL OF GEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH APRIL 10, 1972
Rupture Zones of Large South American Earthquakes and Some Predictions JOHN A. KELLEHER Lamont-Doherty Geological Observatory o] Columbia University
Palisades, New York 10964. 
Three-dimensional geological modelling of potential-field data, there is no reason that a penalty function based on comparing the geological predictions could not
also be added, and the work of Simmons (1992) and Flewelling et al. (1992) suggests that it may also be feasible to allow the order of events to vary freely. 
Ground movements resulting from urban tunnelling: predictions and effects, the paper provides practical guidance for estimating the effects of 'soft
ground'tunnelling in urban areas upon existing structures and services. Various empirical approaches to the definition of the surface settlement zone are summarized
and the assessment. 
Variability of apatite fission-track annealing kinetics: III. Extrapolation to geological time scales, a similar result is observed in this study, but comparisons of model
predictions to geological benchmarks indicate that this form deserves a closer look. Various physical implications of these models are considered in the discussion at
the end of this paper. 
Capture zone, travel time, and solute-transport predictions using inverse modeling and different geological models, six regional-scale flow models are compared to
gain insight into how different representations of hydraulic-conductivity distributions affect model calibration and predictions. Deterministic geological models were
used to define hydraulic-conductivity. 
Importance of a geological framework and seismic data integration for reservoir modeling and subsequent fluid-flow predictions, fluid-flow simulation results are
used extensively as reservoir performance predictions upon which to base economics for reservoir management decisions. The generation of numerical models for
simulation purposes may be easily facilitated by computer-aided algorithms. 
Comparison of methods for measuring kerogen pyrolysis rates and fitting kinetic parameters, kinetics from Rock Eval pyrolysispredict hydrocarbon generation rates
intermediate betweenkerogen decomposition and oil expulsionrates during hydrous pyrolysis, but slight differences in activation energies result in similar predictions
for a geological heating rate.
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